To our customers

Schlieren, July 2013 / Jac

Discontinuation of magnetic valves of Seitz make

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We would herewith like to inform you about the discontinuation of the
magnetic valves RV1530 and RV1531 manufactured by Seitz (Schlatter
part numbers 1071766 and 1071767). These valves control the
movement of the welding presses (press valves) and are an integral part
of the Schlatter welding machine purchased by you.
According to the notification issued by the manufacturer, the press valves
shall no longer be available in the very near term with effect from
end July 2013.
1
Successor products and compatibility
There is a mechanically identical and thus, directly compatible successor
product for the press valves that are being discontinued. The electrical
connections of the valves, however, has a changed design and thus,
necessitates a change in the interface connectors. Schlatter is offering
pre-wired connectors with three different cable lengths.
2
Replacing the components
Replacing the press valves and the associated interface connector can be done by an expert technician
(pneumatic system, electrical system) with ease and little effort within the shortest possible time. In this
connection, Schlatter recommends that the seals of the valve back plate and and the plug-in coupling
be replaced by new O-rings. Schlatter is offering compatible sets of labels for the valve labels.
Alternatively, the existing labels can be edited and modified.

3

Components list for Schlatter valves

No.

Part number

Article

1

1124545

Schlatter valve NC (supersedes RV1530)

2

1124546

Schlatter valve NO (supersedes RV1531)

3

1128880

Interface connector and cable, length 2.5 m

4

1128881

Interface connector and cable, length 5m

5

1128882

Interface connector and cable, length 10m

6

14.03.119

O-ring for valve back plate (two pieces are need per valve)

7

14.14.323

O-ring for plug-in coupling

8

On request

1 set of labels (Valve labels)

4
Measures and Recommendations
Please check the facilities and machines in your possession to see if they need any spare parts. Please
contact us if you have any queries on the valves or their replacement. Our Helpdesk would be pleased
to help you in any way.
You can reach us at the telephone number T +41 (0)44 732 74 20.
Please request an offer from us or place orders with our spare parts service at T +41 (0) 44 732 71 11
or via e-mail to spareparts@schlattergroup.com

Yours sincerely,
Schlatter Industries AG

Carsten Janke
SH upgrades
T +41 (0) 44 732 73 04
carsten.janke@schlattergroup.com

